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Much work has been done on the problem of circular extrema-finding on a unidirectional ring of dis­
tributed processors. The solution proposed by Peterson requires 0(nlog2n) messages to elect the leader. 
Peterson’s algorithm may be improved by incorporating modifications suggested by Dolev, Klawe and 
Rodeh. This modified algorithm is simplified and described explicitly for the first time. Both the original 
and the modified algorithm are examined for their average case behavior. It is found that, for large n, the 
average number of messages required is .94nlog2n.
1I. INTRODUCTION
The cirular extremarfinding or election problem deals with a distributed system of n independent, 
asynchronous processors interconnected to form a ring [6,8]. Apart from being assigned a unique system 
identification number (called its id) at system initialization, each processor has limited knowledge of the 
network. Processors gain additional information about the network by passing messages. To allow mutu­
ally exclusive access to system-wide resources, a control token circulates around the ring. The algorithms 
under study are concerned with the regeneration of a lost token by the processor with the largest id. This 
processor is called the leader.
LeLann [5] originally proposed this problem in 1977. His solution required 0 (n 2) messages to elect 
the leader. This number was lowered in the average case to 0(nlog2n) by Chang and Roberts [1]. By con­
sidering bidirectional message passing, Hirschberg and Sinclair [3], likewise reduced the worst case bound 
to 0(nlog2n). Recently, emphasis has returned to the unidirectional case. Peterson [8] obtained an 
upper bound of 1.44nlog2n + O(n) for unidirectional rings. By applying two modifications to Peterson’s 
algorithm, Dolev, Klawe and Rodeh [2] lower the worst case message complexity to 1.356nlog2n -+- O(n).
Previous research has emphasized the worst case performance of these algorithms. In contrast, this 
paper studies the average behavior of the two most recent algorithms, those of Peterson and Dolev et al.. 
The next section describes Peterson’s algorithm. Section 3 explains the modifications proposed by Dolev 
et al. to improve this algorithm. This section simplifies the modified algorithm and states it explicitly. 
Section 4 presents the average case behavior of these two algorithms as determined by computer simula­
tion.
22. PETERSON’S AL GORITHM
2.1 THE NETWORK MODEL
Before examining either of the algorithms in detail, we describe a model of distributed computa­
tion [6]. The topology of the network is a unidirectional ring with no centralized control. The processors 
operate asynchronously and communicate by passing messages in a clockwise direction. This implies that 
a processor has direct knowledge only of the processor to its immediate left. Each processor maintains an 
unbounded FIFO buffer on which incoming messages are queued. The communication links are assumed 
to be perfect, i.e., they preserve the order of message transmission and are error free. Initially, the size of 
the ring is not known.
Although there are many possible measures of complexity [6,8j, this paper considers only the number 
of messages required to elect the leader. To simplify the discussion and analysis of the algorithms it is 
assumed throughout this paper, without loss of generality, that the processors communicate in a synchro­
nous manner.
2.2 THE ORIGINAL ALGORITHM
When the election process is initiated, each processor begins executing a copy of Peterson’s algo­
rithm (alg. 1). This algorithm elects, as leader, the processor which holds the largest id. Each processor 
maintains two local variables :
Permanent id nbr(/nd) : The unique system-wide id number 
assigned at initialization.
Temporary id nbr(iid) : The maximum pid the processor 
has seen. Initially, all processors 
assign their own pid to tid.
tid :=  pid ; 
state :=  active_a ;





msg :=  receive ; 
if msg \id  =  pid
then ANNOUNCE ELECTED ; 
if msg \ id  >  tid
then state :=  passive 




msg :=  receive ; 
if msg \ id  =  pid
then ANNOUNCE ELECTED ; 
if msg \id  <  tid
then state :=  passive 
else begin
tid :=  msg \id  ; 




msg :=  receive ; 
if msg\id =  pid





Each processor is in one of two states :
ACTIVE : Processors actively participating in the election
process. These processors cycle through two phases: 
ascending and descending.
PASSIVE : Processors which have been removed from the elec­
tion process. These processors simply retransmit 
messages they receive.
All processors begin in the ascending phase of the ACTIVE state.
An ACTIVE processor begins the ascending phase by transmitting a message consisting of its 
current tid to its clockwise neighbor. This message travels through PASSIVE processors until it 
reaches an ACTIVE processor. This processor compares the id of the incoming message, msg\id, with 
tid. If msg* .id >  tid, the ACTIVE processor becomes PASSIVE. Otherwise, it remains ACTIVE and 
enters the descending phase of operation. This maintains ascending sequences of tid numbers on the ring, 
but removes descending sequences.
The ACTIVE processor in the descending phase operates analogously. Instead of maintaining 
ascending sequences, however, this phase maintains descending sequences. If nlsg' .id <  tid, the processor 
becomes PASSIVE. Otherwise, it remains ACTIVE, adopts msg\id as its new tid (maintaining tid as 
the maximum id it has seen) and enters the ascending phase.
It can be shown [2,6,8] that p, the number of phases required to reduce the number of ACTIVE 
processors to one, is at most clog2n + 0(1) where c= l/log2((l+ \/5)/2)«1.44. In each phase n messages 
are sent, therefore the maximum number of messages required is 1.44nlog2n-l- 0(n).
To simulate this algorithm, two features must be made explicit. First, there must be a way to actu­
ally elect the leader of the ring. The simulating program creates an array of n boolean variables, elected, 
and initializes it to false. When a processor is elected, the corresponding entry of the array is changed to 
true. Second, there must be a way to terminate the n algorithms after the leader has been elected. A 
boolean variable, done, is created for each processor and initialized to false. This is used as the termina­
tion condition for the currently infinite while loop. The problem is when to set done to true. When the 
simulation reaches the point with one ACTIVE processor remaining, the pid of the leader will be the 
current tid of this last ACTIVE processor. This processor initiates a message containing the id of the
5leader. The message circulates until it reaches the leader, which announces its election by setting the 
variable elected to true. At the same time the leader terminates by setting its variable done to true. 
Yet how are the other (n-1) processors to terminate? One way is to introduce a unique message that tells 
a processor to stop because the leader has already been elected. This is accomplished by having two dis­
tinct types of messages :
find : Messages used to transmit tid’s among the processors.
found : Messages used to inform processors to stop execution of 
the algorithm by setting done to true.
This method of termination requires an additional n messages to be sent. If m messages are required 
to terminate the simulation, only m-n messages are involved in electing the leader. Consequently, in the 
analysis to follow only m-n messages will be considered relevant.
2.8 AN ERROR AND ITS CORRECTION
Matsushita [6] points out that this algorithm has a flaw. It is possible for an ACTIVE processor to 
receive a msg\id—pid when that processor does not possess the largest pid. However, this message 
satisfies the termination condition for that ACTIVE processor. Consequently, it will assume it is leader 
and incorrectly begin the termination process. For example, suppose n— 6 and the initial id numbers are 
assigned as :
processor: a b c d e /
tid(=pid): 1 6 2 5 3 4
state: A A A A A A
ial ascending phase:
processor: a b c d e /
tid: 6 5 4
state: P A P A P A
6The pattern of tids after the succeeding descending phase:
processor: a b c
tid:
state: P P P
c d e f
6 5
P A P A
Let processor x be denoted as P(x). When the next ascending phase occurs, the message originating at 
P(y) with tid=  5 will reach P(d). This processor will compare msg\id  with its pid, note they are equal, 
and erroneously declare itself leader.
Matsushita’s solution is to postpone the election until after only one ACTIVE processor is left. 
Instead of allowing every processor to test whether it has seen a message with msg\id—pid, first guaran­
tee there is only one ACTIVE processor remaining. The tid of this processor must be the maximum pid 
of the ring. Now the election may proceed as normal. This solution requires one additional phase and 
one additional message type. The original algorithm required a maximum of (n-1) messages after the last 
phase to locate the leader. After the last phase, in the modified algorithm, the lone remaining ACTIVE 
processor must send and receive its own message before the leader may be located. In order to distinguish 
between these last two phases, two distinct types of messages are required. Again, they may be referred 
to as find and found, but the new found message plays a significantly different role than it did previously. 
In addition to stopping the simulation, it is an integral part of the algorithm. Found messages in the pre­
vious algorithm were used only to end the simulation. They could have been eliminated by utilizing alter­
nate methods to terminate the simulation.
24  A BETTER SOLUTION
There are other ways to correct the flaw in Peterson’s algorithm, the most notable suggested by 
Peterson himself. In his solution every processor keeps track of the maximum id it has seen. ACTIVE 
processors already do this with the variable tid. PASSIVE processors previously did not maintain this 
variable. Now PASSIVE processors maintain tid as the largest id they have observed. Before a proces­
sor compares msg\id  with pid, it first compares msg\id  with tid. If msg'.id is the largest id observed, 
then the original test for election may proceed. Otherwise, the processor knows the leader has yet to be
?tid :=  pid ; 
state :=  active_a ; 
elected :=  false ; 
done :=  false ;




msg :=  receive ;
if (msg\id =  tid) and (msg".id =  pid) 
then begin
elected :=  true ; 




then case msg".type of
find : if msg".id >  tid 
then begin
tid :=  msg ".id ; 
state :=  passive 
end
else state :=  active_d ; 
found : begin







msg :=  receive ;
if (msg".id =  tid) and (msg".id =  pid) 
then begin
elected :=  true ; 




then case msg".mtype of
find : if msg".id <  tid
then state :=  passive 
else begin
tid :=  msg".id ; 










msg :=  receive ;
if (msg'.id =  tid) and (msg'.id =  pid) 
then begin
elected :=  true ; 




then case msg'.mtype of 
find : begin
if msg'.id >  tid 











9located, and it refrains from executing a test for election.
Now that PASSIVE processors retain the largest id they have seen, the question arises : Should 
PASSIVE processors modify incoming messages? Would it be advantageous for a PASSIVE processor 
which received a msg\id <  tid to transmit the larger tid rather than simply relay the msg\id? The 
answer is no. The new algorithm would operate correctly, but it would generally require more messages. 
This is because the change would make the descending phase of ACTIVE processors ineffectual. For 
example, suppose n=10 and the initial id numbers are assigned as:
Processor: a b c d e / 9 h i j
tid(=pid): 7 2 3 8 9 4 6 1 10 5
state: A A A A A A A A A A
Ascending phases are not altered by the proposed change; therefore, the patter of tids after the initial as-
cending phase:
Procesor: a b c d e / 9 h i 3
tid: 7 7 3 8 9 9 6 6 10 10
state: A P A A A P A P A P
After the succeeding descending ph 
receives msg\id—tid.
ase, there is no difference because in every case a PASSIVE processor
Processor: a b c d e / 9 h i 3
tid: 10 7 7 8 9 9 9 6 10 10
state: A P A P P P A P P P
After the second ascending phase the pattern of tids:
Processor: a b c d e / 9 h i 3
tid: 10 10 10 8 9 9 9 9 10 10
state: A P P P P P A P P P
Only on the second descending phase does the descrepancy surface. If PASSIVE processors transmit 
msg~ .id as they did before, then this is the last phase.
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The tids after the second descending phase:
Processor: a b c d e / 9 h i ;
tid: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
state: P P P P P p A P P p
To locate the leader, P(^), the last ACTIVE processor, transmits a message with id=10. This message 
travels to P(i) and informs P(z) that it is leader.
However, if the proposed change is adopted and PASSIVE processors transmit tid, then the second 
descending phase is not the last phase. During this phase, P(z') receives ms g \ i  d(—9) <tid(= 10); conse­
quently, it transmits id = 10. When this reaches P(a), msg\id  is no longer less than tid; instead, they are 
equal. Therefore, P(a) remains ACTIVE.
The tids after the second descending phase:
Processor: a b c d e / 9 h i ;
tid: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
state: A P P p P p A P P p
During the third ascending phase, P(0) transmits id=10 to P(i). This informs P(i) that it is leader. How­
ever, P(a) also transmits a message during this ascending phase. This message travels to P(^) requiring an 
additional 6 messages over the 42 required to locate the leader in the previous algorithm. When P(i?) 
receives this, it unknowingly initiates a third descending phase by sending out another message. This 
message only travels to P(i), which was terminated by the last message issued by P(<?). This adds another 
2 messages, bringing the total to 50. Not only is this 8 more than required in the correct algorithm, it is 3 
more than allowed in Peterson’s analysis for a ring size of 10.
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3. MODIFICATIONS
Dolev et al. (2j describe the basic algorithm from which Peterson obtained his solution. They make 
three significant modifications to this basic algorithm and gain a substantial decrease in the number of 
messages required to elect the leader. By making similar changes to Peterson’s algorithm, they reduce the 
number of messages from 1.44nlogn to 1.356nlogn.
Before proceeding to describe these modifications, we rewrite Peterson’s algorithm slightly to sim­
plify the implementation of the improvements proposed by Dolev et al.. In lieu of using two distinct 
phases for ACTIVE processors, two types of messages are used :
finda : Message corresponding to the ascending phase. 
findd : Message corresponding to the descending phase.
This revision does not affect the operation of the algorithm. It simply shifts the responsibility for sequenc­
ing ACTIVE processors from the processors to the messages.
8.1 THE FIRST MOD IF ICA TION
The first modification [2] concerns the possible global knowledge PASSIVE processors may have 
of the network. Suppose there exist two adjacent ACTIVE processors i and j  (ACTIVE processors are 
adjacent if they are separated only by PASSIVE processors). If we are in a descending phase, then P(;') 
remains ACTIVE into the next ascending phase only if tid(i)> tid(j). If this is true, then P(;') will assume 
as its new tid the value of tid{i). However, if it can be determined that tid(i) is not the global maximum, 
then j  can be made PASSIVE without altering the correctness of the algorithm. This situation occurs 
when there exists a PASSIVE processor P(&) located between P(z) and P(;) which has previously set 
h'd(&)>h'</(z). P(k) knows that P(;') will become PASSIVE during this phase. If P (k) could refrain from 
retransmitting the findd message it received, yet still inform P(;') that it will become PASSIVE, then a 
number of messages could be saved. This is accomplished by having P(&) stop the findd message. Conse-
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quently, ACTIVE processor j  will not receive the findd message it is waiting for. Instead, it will receive 
two finda messages in succession. Because this occurrence is unique to this situation, P(;) knows it should 
become PASSIVE; P(j) then retransmits the incoming finda message just as if it had become PASSIVE 
during the preceeding phase.
Two changes in Peterson’s algorithm are required to implement this modification (alg. 3). First, 
PASSIVE processors do not simply relay messages they receive. Instead, a PASSIVE processor com­
pares the incoming msg'.id with its tid. If msg\id > — tid, then the processor will retransmit the incom­
ing message. Otherwise, the processor halts the message and transmits nothing. Second, ACTIVE pro­
cessors must be modified to act as PASSIVE processors if they receive two successive finda messages. To 
realize this a new state, WAITING, is added. All ACTIVE processors enter the WAITING state after 
initiating findd messages. Normally, WAITING processors receive findd messages. In this case, they act 
just like ACTIVE processors and become ACTIVE in the next phase. However, if an intervening PAS­
SIVE processor halts a findd message, then a WAITING processor receives a finda message. In this case, 
the WAITING processor behaves exactly as a PASSIVE processor and becomes PASSIVE in the next 
phase. Notice that ACTIVE processors no longer receive findd messages.
One may ask whether this same modification can be applied to finda messages. In an ascending 
phase, P(y) will remain ACTIVE only if tid(i)<tid(j). Therefore, P(;') could be made PASSIVE if 
tid(i)> tid(j) or if tid(j) is not the global maximum. However, it is not possible for a PASSIVE processor 
between P(i) and P(;) to determine the importance of tid(j) because such a PASSIVE processor does not 
know the value of tid(j).
8.2 THE SECOND MODIFICATION
The second modification [2] tries to optimize the distance travelled by each message. Initially, it is 
not clear why this would be beneficial. Nevertheless, this modification is the major contribution made in 
[2] to improve Peterson’s algorithm.
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tid :=  pid ; 
state :=  active ; 
elected :=  false ; 
done :=  false ; 
while not done do 
case state of
active : begin ,
send(finda,tid) ; 
msg :=  receive
if (msg".id =  tid) and (msg".id =  pid) 
then begin
elected :=  true ; 




then case msg ".type of
finda : if msg ".id >  tid 
then begin
tid :=  msg ".id ; 




state :=  waiting 
end
findd : if msg ".id <  tid
then state :=  passive 
else begin
tid :=  msg ".id ; 
state :=  active 
end
found : begin






msg :=  receive ;
if (msg".id =  tid) and (msg".id =  pid) 
then begin
elected :=  true ; 










if msg ".id >  tid 
then tid :=  msg".id ; 
send(finda,tid) ; 
state :=  passive 
end
findd : if msg".id <  tid
then state :=  passive 
else begin
tid :=  msg".id ; 
state :=  active 
end
found : begin






msg :=  receive ;
if (msg".id =  tid) and (msg".id =  pid) 
then begin
elected :=  true ; 




then case msg".mtype of 
finda : begin
if msg ".id >  tid 
then tid :=  msg".id ; 
send(finda,tid) 
end
findd : if msg".id > =  tid 
then begin











It has been shown [2,6], that if the p phases required to terminate Peterson’s algorithm are num­
bered in ascending order beginning at 0, then the minimum distance between adjacent ACTIVE or 
WAITING processors at the end of the kth phase is FIB(&+ 2). (FIB(;) is the jth Fibonacci number with 
FIB(0)=0, FIB(1)=1.) The modification takes advantage of this fact by forbidding findd messages from 
travelling farther than this minimum distance. This is accomplished by adding a counter to findd mes­
sages. The ACTIVE processor which initiates this message in the kth phase will initialize the counter to 
FIB(&+2). WAITING processors handle findd messages as usual thus stopping them. PASSIVE pro­
cessors, if they send the message on, must decrement the counter by one. (ACTIVE processors never 
receive findd messages.) If the message has survived FIB(&+ 2)-l PASSIVE processors, then the next 
PASSIVE processor must be modified to artificially stop the message. However, the information con­
tained in that message must continue circulating around the ring. Therefore, when a PASSIVE proces­
sor receives a findd message with msg* .count— 1, the processor becomes ACTIVE and initiates a new 
phase by transmitting a finda message (alg. 4). It is shown that p remains 1.441og2n+ 0(1) [2], yet by tak­
ing into account the messages saved in each phase, it is proved that the maximum number of messages 
required is only 1.356nlog2n+ 0(n).
Observe the similarity between WAITING and PASSIVE processors. Both types of processors 
treat finda messages identically. However, when msg\count= 1, the processors also treat findd messages 
in a similar fashion. Because the minumum distance between WAITING processors is FIB(£+ 2), 
WAITING processors never receive findd messages with msg\count> 1. Consequently, WAITING and 
PASSIVE processors are identical. This leads to a very interesting algorithm (alg. 5). After every finda 
phase, the remaining ACTIVE processors initiate findd messages and then become PASSIVE. All pro­
cessors on the ring are now PASSIVE. The findd messages travel around the ring and stop at the PAS­
SIVE processors located a distance FIB(A:+ 2) from the ACTIVE processors which initiated the messages. 
Such a PASSIVE processor becomes ACTIVE and begins the next phase, regardless of the relationships 
among its pid, its current tid and the incoming msg' .id. In this new algorithm, findd messages travel as 
far as they can without interfering with each other.
Again, one could ask: Can a counter be used with finda type messages? There is no apriori reason 
why this would not be possible. Therefore, we make changes to finda messages analogous to the changes
16
tid :=  pid ; 
state :=  active ; 
elected :=  false ; 
done :=  false ; 
phase :=  -1 ;
while not done do 
case state of 
active : begin
phase :=  phase + 1 ; 
send(finda,tid,phase) ; 
msg :=  receive ; 
phase :=  msg'.phase ; 
if (msg\id =  tid) and (msg\id =  pid) 
then begin
elected :=  true ; 




then case msg\mtype of
finda : if msg'.id >  tid 
then begin
tid :=  msg'.id ; 
state :=  passive 
end
else begin
phase :=  phase +  1 ; 
count :=  fib(phase -f 2) ; 
send(findd,tid,phase,count) ; 
state :=  waiting 
end ;
found : begin






msg :=  receive ; 
phase :=  msg'.phase ; 
if (msg'.id =  tid) and (msg'.id =  pid) 
then begin
elected :=  true ; 








if msg ".id >  tid 
then tid :=  msg ".id ; 
send(finda,tid) ; 
state :=  passive 
end ;
findd : if msg".id <  tid
then state :=  passive 
else begin
tid :=  msg\id ; 
state :=  active 
end
found : begin






msg :=  receive ; 
phase :=  msg ".phase ; 
if (msg".id =  tid) and (msg\id =  pid) 
then begin
elected :=  true ; 




then case msg".mtype of 
finda : begin
if msg ".id >  tid 
then tid :=  msg ".id ; 
send(finda,tid) 
end ;
findd : if msg".id > =  tid 
then begin
tid :=  msg".id ; 
if msg".count >  1 
then send(findd,tid,phase,count-1) 
else state :=  active 
end ;
found : begin








tid :=  pid ; 
state :=  active ; 
elected :=  false ; 
done :=  false ; 
phase :=  -1 ;
while not done do 
case state of 
active : begin
phase :=  phase + 1 ; 
send(finda,tid,phase) ; 
msg :=  receive ; 
phase :=  msg ".phase ; 
if (msg".id =  tid) and (msg".id =  pid) 
then begin
elected :=  true ; 




then case msg".mtype of 
finda : begin
if msg‘.id >  tid 
then tid :== msg ".id 
else begin
phase :=  phase + 1 ; 
count :=  fib(phase + 2) ; 
send(findd,tid,phase,count) 
end ;
state :=  passive 
end ; 
found : begin






msg :=  receive ; 
phase :=  msg".phase ; 
if (msg".id =  tid) and (msg".id =  pid) 
then begin
elected :=  true ; 






then case msg'.mtype of 
finda : begin
if msg\id >  tid 
then tid :=  msg\id ; 
send(finda,tid,phase) 
end ;
findd : if msg'.id > =  tid 
then begin
tid :=  msg\id ; 
if msg\count >  1
then send(findd,tid,phase,msg\count-l) 
else state :=  active 
end ;
found : begin








made to findd messages by the second modification. Finda messages initiated in the £th phase contain a 
counter initialized to FIB(&+2). PASSIVE processors that receive finda messages with msg\count— 1 
stop the finda message, become ACTIVE and initiate the next phase by transmitting a findd message. 
After transmitting a findd message, every ACTIVE processor becomes PASSIVE. Therefore, the PAS­
SIVE processor which receives a finda message in the kth phase with m&g' ,count= 1 stops the finda mes­
sage, transmits a findd message with a new counter initialized to FIB((&+ l)-f 2) and remains PASSIVE.
The PASSIVE processor which stopped the finda message assumes the responsibility of an 
ACTIVE procssor located farther along the ring. In the unmodified algorithm, this ACTIVE processor 
would have performed the same function as the PASSIVE procssor which initiates the findd message. 
Consequently, when an ACTIVE processor receives a findd message, it should act as if it were PAS­
SIVE.
When these changes are implemented and simulated, the algorithm no longer functions correctly. One ex­
ample of this erroneous behavior is found in the following ring size with n=8 .
Processor: a b c d e / 9 h
tid(=pid): 2 3 5 7 1 8 4 6
state: A A A A A A A A
During the first ascending phase, all msgA.count=  1. However, all processors have adjacent neighbors lo-
cated only a unit distance away. Consequently, this phase is not altered by the proposed changes. The 
pattern of tids after the first ascending phase:
of tids:
Processor: a b c d e / 9 h
tid: 6 3 5 7 7 8 8 6
state: P A A A P A P A
unaffected by the changes. Therefore, after the first
Processor: a b c d e / 9 h
tid: 6 6 5 7 7 8 8 8
state: P A P P P P P A
In the second ascending phase all messages are initiated with msg\count=3. P(b) initiates a mes­
sage with id=6. This message travels the maximum distance before arriving at P(e). Consequently, in 
the next phase P(e) will become ACTIVE. P(h) sends a message with id=8 to P(b). This causes P(b) to
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become PASSIVE. Note that P(h) does not receive a message in this phase. The pattern of tids after 
the second ascending phase:
Processor: a b c d e / 9 h
tid: 8 8 6 7 7 8 8 8
state: P P P P A P P A
The second descending phase began as usual for P(e). It initiates a message with id=7. Because 
this is a descending phase, however, the findd message is stopped at P(f) since msg\id<tid. P(h) cannot 
issue its findd message, because it did not receive a message in the preceding phase. Consequently, we are 
deadlocked with P(h) waiting to transmit its findd message.
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4. THE ANALYSIS
Call the modified algorithm described in section 3 (alg.5) the DKR algorithm. This algorithm and 
Peterson’s algorithm (alg. 2) were analyzed for their average case performance.
Ring sizes ranging from 5 to 200 were analyzed. To gather meaningful statistical data we simulated 
each ring O(n) times. This translated into 10 iterations for n<20 and n/2 iterations for n>20.
Each iteration began by determining how the pids should be arranged on the ring. Without loss of 
generality, the n pids were chosen from the set {l, 2, 3, ... n}. This ordered set was randomly permuted 
before each simulation. The pids were then assigned according to the corresponding entries in the ran­
domly permuted set. After the assignment of pids, the simulation began by instantiating n identical con­
current procedures, each implementing a copy of the extrema-finding algorithm under consideration. 
After all procedures were finished executing, the number of messages required to elect the leader was 
determined. Then the whole cycle was repeated for the next iteration.
The results of the simulations are given in tables 1 and 2. As expected, the results for the two 
algorithms are very similar.
A comparison of the maximum number of messages observed in both simulations (graph 1):
maximum difference 67 messages
maximum percentage difference 16.72%
average difference 18.66 messages
A comparison of the average number of messages required (graph 2):
maximum difference 43.45 messages
maximum percentage difference 5.31%
average difference 11.94 messages
The most important numbers obtained in this simulation are the values of the constant c where c =  aver­
age number of messages/nlog2n. The worst case values of c are 1.44... and 1.356... for Peterson’s and the 
DKR algorithm, respectively. Pachl, Korach and Rotem [7] prove that in the average case the minimum 
value of c is .693... Our simulations show erratic behavior for small values of n. This is to be expected 
from the lower order effects of cnlog2n+ O(n). For larger values of n, the constant seems to stabilize for 
both algorithms coming to rest at a value of .943... for Peterson’s algorithm and a value of .967... for the
Table 1: Results from Peterson’s algorithm
■ processors max msgs theoretical max msgs observed avg nbr msgs std deviation constant
5 16 13 12.100 0.8307 1.042237
6 22 22 18.600 3.2311 1.199244
7 28 26 20.600 3.1369 1.048267
8 34 30 26.500 4.3186 1.104167
9 41 34 28.400 5.0636 0.995467
10 47 42 37.600 1.6248 1.131873
11 54 47 42.500 2.4187 1.116841
12 61 51 45.000 4.3128 1.046036
13 69 50 47.500 4.4102 0.987409
14 76 60 55.800 3.1875 1.046846
15 84 68 63.300 3.3481 1.080143
16 92 71 67.000 3.2558 1.046875
20 124 92 82.800 4.8744 0.957906
21 132 118 95.200 11.7712 1.032105
25 167 141 116.833 14.8875 1.006348
30 212 169 143.200 14.1854 0.972782
32 230 184 158.188 18.1907 0.988672
34 249 194 170.235 18.7633 0.984168
35 258 198 175.294 22.9904 0.976433
40 306 230 216.800 17.1278 1.018428
45 355 274 243.773 24.9708 0.986401
50 406 310 267.680 27.7528 0.948571
55 458 342 312.778 17.5928 0.983656
60 510 380 348.567 13.1242 0.983503
64 553 413 374.250 26.4681 0.974609
70 618 461 412.857 20.9177 0.962259
80 728 605 485.525 26.8793 0.960002
90 841 592 550.200 21.0255 0.941693
100 956 751 619.460 36.8066 0.932380
110 1074 836 688.618 39.1024 0.923143
120 1193 919 763.717 50.5457 0.921443
128 1290 994 835.344 66.7498 0.932303
130 1314 1005 860.108- 70.1623 0.942163
140 1437 1077 944.086 80.5062 0.945883
144 1487 1110 974.708 78.1092 0.944056
150 1561 1164 1008.867 86.2779 0.930412
160 1687 1252 1087.325 90.1857 0.928141
170 1814 1326 1180.000 95.5115 0.936808
180 1942 1403 1292.033 101.5331 0.958102
190 2071 1523 1372.284 102.9071 0.954120
200 2202 1618 1442.650 110.3608 0.943666
ro
Overall constant determined by the method of least squares 0.943408
Table 2: Results from the DKR algorithm
■ processors max msgs theoretical max msgs observed avg nbr msgs std deviation constant
5 15 17 12.500 1.6882 1.076691
6 21 22 18.500 3.1385 1.192796
7 26 26 21.200 3.3407 1.078799
8 32 30 27.700 3.1000 ’ 1.154167
9 38 33 28.500 4.5880 0.998972
10 45 40 36.600 1.4967 1.101770
11 51 44 41.200 1.8330 1.082679
12 58 49 45.500 1.9621 1.057659
13 65 50 47.600 1.7436 0.989487
14 72 58 53.200 2.0881 0.998068
15 79 77 63.800 8.3522 1.088675
16 86 82 65.800 7.7692 1.028125
20 117 105 87.300 11.9084 1.009966
21 125 113 98.100 11.5711 1.063545
25 157 132 120.333 13.2056 1.036495
30 199 162 146.800 12.8800 0.997237
32 216 172 164.438 3.8238 1.027734
34 234 179 173.824 3.5186 1.004913
35 243 187 173.118 15.1924 0.964310
40 288 220 207.750 11.8780 0.975915
45 335 298 240.591 17.0178 0.973527
50 382 328 274.320 27.1525 0.972101
55 431 360 305.074 26.7857 0.959429
60 480 404 364.733 34.3433 1.029118
64 520 424 386.750 35.4568 1.007161
70 581 470 416.229 40.6421 0.970117
80 685 538 502.025 35.7495 0.992626
90 792 632 575.711 42.5971 0.985357
100 900 706 653.180 28.4764 0.983134
110 1011 869 720.564 42.2429 0.965968
120 1123 959 806.600. 64.1961 0.973183
128 1214 1019 878.797 65.8538 0.980800
130 1237 1027 863.523 37.8719 0.945904
140 1353 m i 954.800 65.9958 0.956618
144 1400 1157 995.889 82.3628 0.964570
150 1470 1200 1038.587 80.2804 0.957821
160 1588 1293 1109.438 81.2542 0.947016
170 1708 1382 1215.141 101.4212 0.964707
180 1828 1452 1296.944 106.0667 0.961744
190 1950 1536 1406.800 107.2077 0.978118
200 2073 1608 1481.600 113.4526 0.969144
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DKR algorithm. An initially startling observation is the consistently better average case behavior of 
Peterson’s algorithm than the DKR algorithm. However, this is to be expected. The modifications made 
to Peterson’s algorithm are intended to lower the worst case bound. These modifications accomplish this 
goal by forbidding certain infrequent situations which lead to long chains of message passing, while at the
same time forbidding certain frequent advantageous situations which lead to lower average case bounds.
28
5. SUMMARY
Peterson’s solution to the circular extrema-finding problem requires 1.44nlog2n+O(n) messages. 
Although incorrect in its original form, the algorithm requires only a slight modification in its termination 
condition to function as predicted.
i
By incorporating two modifications into this algorithm, Dolev, Klawe and Rodeh lower the number 
of messages required to elect the leader to 1.356nlog2n+ O(n). The first modification removes messages 
carrying redundant information. The second modification optimizes the distance travelled by each mes­
sage. We have presented an explicit and simplified version of this modified algorithm.
Both algorithms are analyzed for their average performance by the Monte Carlo method. In all 
cases observed, the two algorithms perform almost identically. The average number of messages required 
to elect the leader never varied by more than 5 per cent.
This research, while trying to examine the average behavior of two extrema-finding algorithms, has 
introduced many new questions. Some of these may be appropriate for future research :
1. Can the average case behavior of Peterson’s and the 
DKR algorithms be determined analytically?
2. Can a tighter bound be found for the number of 
messages required by the DKR algorithm?
3. Can further modifications be made to Peterson’s 
algorithm to lower the bound closer to the average 
case limit of .693nlog2 given in [7]?
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